86$%2;BH Written Exam

Handler’s Name: ____________________________
Date: _____________________________

1. Who judges the BH trial?
a.) an approved working dog Judge
b.) AKC Obedience Judge
c.) Club Training Director
2. What is the minimum age for a dog to enter the BH?
a.) 12 months old
b.) 15 months old
c.) 18 months old
3. How many exercises are there in Phase A of the BH?
a.) 4 exercises
b.) 5 exercises
c.) 7 exercises
4. During what exercise(s) does the gunshot test occur?
a.) heeling on leash
b.) heeling off leash
c.) none of the above
5. At the beginning of each trial section, the handlers must
report in a sportsmanlike manner to the:
a.) Trial Secretary
b.) Judge
c.) Ring Steward
6. After the heeling on leash exercise, the leash is:
a.) given to the Trial Secretary
b.) hung over the handler's left shoulder toward the right hip
or stored out of sight
c.) laid down on the training field
7. The dog must always wear a collar during the trial. What
kind of collar(s) is/are allowed? (check all that apply)
a.) large linked chain collar
b.) training (pinch) collar
c.) cloth (nylon) collar
d.) leather collar
8. How long is the running portion during the on leash heeling
exercise?
a.) between 10 and 15 paces
b.) between 15 and 20 paces
c.) there is no running
9. The handler is allowed to physically and verbally praise:
a.) before starting each exercise if the dog is in the correct
basic position
b.) when you want to make the dog more attentive
c.) at the end of each exercise in the correct basic position
10. The buildup heeling for the sit and down exercises is:
a.) 5 to 10 steps
b.) 10 to 15 steps
c.) 15 to 20 steps
11. In the long down under distraction exercise, the handler:
a.) can stand near the dog if the dog is insecure
b.) stands approximately 30 paces away from the dog
c.) can play with the dog while in the down position

12. During the long down under distraction exercise:
a.) the handler can tie the dog so it doesn’t move
b.) the handler can leave an article with his dog
c.) the handler removes the line and the dog goes to
the down position
13. At the end of the sit exercise, the handler:
a.) can stand in the basic position and praise the dog
b.) cannot praise the dog
c.) can play with the dog or give it a treat
14. During the down with recall exercise, the handler walks
how many paces away after giving the down command:
a.) 30 paces
b.) 20 paces
c.) 40 paces
15. During the trial the handler can:
a.) motivate the dog with a toy.
b.) give the dog food treats.
c.) not motivate the dog with a toy or food.
16. The handler is allowed to physically and/or verbally help
the dog:
a.) when the dog is inattentive
b.) whenever the handler wants
c.) never
17. The correct order for the exercises in Phase A is:
(Number the following with 1 through 5)
_______ Sit from motion
_______ On leash heeling
_______ Long down under distraction
_______ Down with recall
_______ Off leash heeling
18. The dog and handler team must obtain how many points to
move on to Phase B:
a.) 42 points
b.) 40 points
c.) 45 points
19. During the practical exercise “interaction with a group of
people”, the handler shakes hands with and talks to a member
of the group. This exercise is to prove that the dog can:
a.) accept people approaching, talking to and touching the
handler
b.) sit or down in the middle of a group of people
c.) be confident while laying down in a group of people
20. The decision to pass or fail a dog in Phase B is decided by
the:
a.) Trial Secretary
b.) Judge
c.) club Training Director

Score: _______________
Handler Pass / Handler Fail
Judge's Signature: ___________________

